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1. INTRODUCTION

I

Social Entrepreneurial Enterprises (SEEs) are companies that are founded
with the mission to change the world in a specific socially oriented way
rather than to provide an (economic) ROI (Bornstein, 2004). The social
mission is usually accomplished incrementally by convincing other members
of society of their cause. The degree to which tlie social mission is accomplished is the function which an SEE tries to optimize while at the sarne time
remaining economically viable and independent. As SEEs are entrepreneurial enterprises, they are associated with a high risk of failure, yet at the same
time they empower their leaders through independence.
The activities of SEEs are often financed by manpower that is generously
given free of charge by individuals who are convinced of the social mission.
The only cash flows available are generally from charitable contributions. In
rare cases, these are augmented by government grants. Some SEEs eventually
provide themselves with cash flows by selling products related to their businesses. For example, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), albeit no longer an
entrepreneurial enterprise, funds part of its socially minded activities through
the sale of its own line of cuddly animals, and it remains true to its mission by
selling replicas only of such animals as are threatened by extinction.
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with positive social sideeffects
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Fig. 2. Relationship between Economic Value Added and Social Value Added.
Coinpanies used on the Right Half of the Diagram are SEEs. Some of the Transitions between Quadrants can be Explained with Respect to the Sustainability of the
Social Mission on which the SEE is Based.

Fig. 2 now summarizes the situation of SEEs with respect to the fulfilrnent
of the social mission (referred to as 'social value added') and their economic
value added (as their ability to fund themselves).
Note that any SEE will be somewhere on the plane of Fig. 2. The primary
goal will be to be as far to the right as possible; however, the higher up the
better, as this gives the SEE income to continue its work.
Some of the transitions between quadrants of Fig. 2 are of interest in the
present context.

(1) QII to QI (decreasing social value added at a high level of economic
value added, arrow No. 1): In this transition, a successful SEE changes
into a commercial venture. This is a necessary transition if the mission is
unsustainable (Foron GmbH after the other freezer makers entered the
market). The transition is also made in the case that the mission is
sustainable, but the leaders of the firm are losing their social touch (for
whatever reason). This transition may require an exit strategy for the
initiators of the SEE because they may not want to work for a purely
commercial venture.
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(2) QIII to QIV (increasing social value added at a low level of economic
value added, arrow No. 2): In this transition, a poorly running conimercial venture takes on a social mission in order to get access to charitable contributions (perhaps as a way to survive). Shis can only be a
stop-gap measure, as ventures in QIV may not last very long in their own
right. An example is a software company offering image-processing
software which is not doing well and tries to save itself by beginning to
adapt its software for use by blind coinputer users, even though the
number of clients is too small to yield a viable business case.
(3) QIII to QI (increasing economic value added at a low level of social
value added, arrow No. 3): Such a transition is the job of management
consultants (they may, as a side effect, position the company even lower
on the social value added scale).
(4) QIV to QII (increasing economic value added at a high level of social
value added, arrow No. 4): The SEE is implementing a Change strategy,
having discovered how to fund its social mission. For instance, the
WWF going into the business of selling stuffed animals. This makes
particular sense for SEEs with sustainable social missions, but can also
apply to ones with unsustainable missions.
Having looked at the sustainability of SEEs, we can See the need for
sustainability both with respect to the mission as well as the economic value
added. Hence, in the next section, we will turn to a niethod of identifying the
economic value added by an SEE and how this can be used to fund the SEE
itself.

3. ECONOMIC VALUE OF SEEs: A CUSTOMER
VALUE PERSPECTIVE
Having examined the relationship between economic value added and social
value added, we are now in a position to take a step further and ask the
question where this economic value is harboured. The background to this
question is twofold: Ultimately, we will want to try to convert this economic
value added into Cash flows which can be harvested. While the previous
section pointed to difficulties with this approach, we consider it to be a
necessary step on the way to realizing the social mission set out for the SEE.
Indeed, we will turn to this topic in the next section. In the meantime, the
current section will assess the structure of this economic value.
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